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0. Iirtro&.wtion 
Empirical data suggt”st that v(2) = 6, while an earlier conjecture (ap- 
i(rsruntly due to Ulm, but appearing fir:,: in Kelly’s paper) cl;ricrs that 
vf 1) J 3. The purpose of this paper is to make a few basic observa!ions 
on Kelly’s conjecture for arbitrary PI, somewhat in the veir. of Marary’s 
observ;ttions in [ 1 ) on the c(tse rl = t . 
1. Results f’or general r2 
if G is 3 graph with points I through p, then G(i, , 6,, . . . . i, ) will Gc- 
note the graph on p -A k points obtained from G by deleting points 
‘1, i,. ..a, ik (md edges incident with them ). . 



18.5 
The exclusion of graphs with two compone~rts, om an isolate, is vital 
hm. Note tkat the one-point conjectim: for arbitrary graphs wouId fol- 
low from that use. 
Severaf classes of graphs can be easily rocogrked in the 2-poillt dele- 
ted csie. 
Rouf. Cases (a) and (b) foilow from Thaurern 2. C and Corollary 1.2, 
and C&e (~‘1 follows from Coroifary 1.4. In Cases (b) artd (cl+ the bomd 
has been 10wered from c-l = 6 to 11 = 5 by examining the S-point graphs. 
Cise id) requires ome argument. 
BY Corallarv 2.2, we WI assume G is either connected or else it is an . . 
isoIa$e and a connected graph. In the latter USC”, Theorem 1.1 can tell us 
whcthlitr 01” not C3 has arty c>dd r‘ycks of length t) -- Z or kss. If it does 
not, then it is eifhet bipartite or r:onsists of an isola!:e aiqd a 11 -- 1 C~CIC 
(y I*~ 1 cxh.!). ;t c‘xw which is easily recognited since WC know the degree 
squenra of 6. 
Thus, WC arc I& with fhc case that CS is conneckxi. Again we ~a; TV- 
cogniz~ if G has odd cycles of length less than p .- I. If not, then G is 
bipartix, or is its..:ff an odd cycle, or is an odd cycle plus one point., 
which may or my not be adjacent o a point of the cycle. A11 of those 
casts are Emily hmdled since we lmow the degree sequmce of G and 
whether or not 0 is conrmted. 
